
Art 

Student Scope and Sequence 

 Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 

Academic 

Achievement 

Quantitative Measures 

- Achieve 80% average on 

Regents-aligned 

assessment with multiple-

choice and short open-

response questions 

- Complete at least one 

artwork that is of portfolio 

quality, requires expressive 

and creative choice, and is 

accompanied by an artist 

statement.  

- Achieve 80% average on 

Regents-aligned assessment 

with multiple-choice and 

short open-response 

questions 

- Complete at least one 

artwork that is of portfolio 

quality, requires expressive 

and creative choice, and is 

accompanied by an artist 

statement.  

- Achieve 80% average on 

Regents-aligned assessment 

with multiple-choice and 

short open-response 

questions 

- Complete at least one 

artwork that is of portfolio 

quality, requires expressive 

and creative choice, and is 

accompanied by an artist 

statement.  

- Achieve 80% average on Regents-

aligned summative with multiple-

choice and short open-response 

questions (art history and theory 

knowledge and analysis) 

- Complete a complex, multi-step 

creative project that is an open-ended 

challenge requiring expressive and 

creative choices. 

- Have a portfolio of at least 4 complete 

projects accompanied by brief artist 

statements.  

-   

Qualitative Measures 

- Can state quantitative big 

goals for the class. 

- Has at least one reason 

(personal or otherwise) for 

why these big goals matter.  

- Share/publish an artwork 

- Participate in a self- and 

peer-evaluation. 

- Identify and describe the 

artistic use of the most 

basic elements of art (line, 

shape, form, color, texture, 

value) in an artwork 

 

- Can express more than one 

reason for why these goals 

and this content matter. 

- Can articulate progress 

towards goals, and one 

prioritized action to improve 

on. 
- Participate in a self- and 

peer-evaluation. 

- Identify and describe the 

artistic use of the most basic 

principles of art (scale, 

emphasis, balance, rhythm) 

- Compare and evaluate 

different perspectives and 

interpretations of the same 

artwork/artist.  

- Can articulate the personal 

OR global importance of the 

content they are learning.  

- Can articulate progress 

towards goals, and how 

different decisions have 

accelerated progress, and 

how choosing next 

prioritized action.  

- Share/publish an artwork 

- Engage in a whole-class 

critique 

- Write a 3-paragraph in-

depth artwork analysis that 

uses art theory and art 

historical information to 

construct an argument.  

 

- Can articulate quantitative and 

qualitative goals, progress towards 

those goals, and ways in which to 

accelerate future academic growth 

(lessons learned this year).  

- Able to articulate the personal AND 

global importance of the content they 

are learning, and on an intrinsic level 

(beyond jobs, tests, etc.) 

- Engage in a whole-class critique 

- Write a 3-paragraph artist statement 

for their final project (reflecting on art 

historical inspiration, expressive 

choices made, and art theory basis) 

AND/OR a reflection on portfolio 

trajectory over the year.  
- Display at least one artwork in an end-

of-year show. 

 


